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Abstract 

Plant viruses transmitted by vector pests are one of the most important worldwide threats to 

global food production and security. Biological control strategies to enhance natural enemies 

(parasitoids and predators) have mainly focused on their ability to reduce pest density. In 

contrast, few studies have examined how natural enemies affect the spread and the incidence of 

viruses in a crop, although those results could be used as levers for a more sustainable 

management of viral diseases. Vector-borne plant viruses can be classified in three categories 

based on their transmission mode: non-persistently transmitted viruses, semi-persistently 

transmitted viruses and persistently transmitted viruses, whereas vector density, fitness and 

movement were identified as main drivers of virus spread in a crop, their relative contributions 

to virus epidemiology may also depend on both the transmission mode and the presence of 

natural enemies. The first part of the review focuses on virus transmission dynamics in relation 

to vector activity and density. Because we identify different patterns for each type of plant 

viruses, control strategies that lead to changes in vector traits, should be adapted to the targeted 

virus. However, biological control of insect vectors has been rarely adapted to the mode of 

transmission of the target virus. Thus, the last part of the review explores the conditions required 

for natural enemies (parasitoids and predators) to prevent epidemics outbreaks of each type of 

plant viruses. Briefly, if combined with other practices, biological control of vectors to keep virus 

incidence below the economic threshold is a promising approach for persistently transmitted 

viruses but might be more difficult to achieve with non-persistently transmitted viruses and 

semi-persistently transmitted viruses. 
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Key message 

 There is a knowledge gap on biological control as a way to mitigate the spread of vector-

borne viruses in crops, specifically whether biological control of insect vectors could 

maintain virus damage below the economic threshold. 
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 The effects of biological control on virus spread are not easy to predict because natural 

enemies (predators and parasitoids) can affect different insect vector characteristics 

simultaneously (fitness, behaviour) but not with the same magnitude and direction. 

 

 We reviewed, for each transmission mode, the conditions required for natural enemies to 

prevent virus outbreaks in crops for each transmission mode. 

 

 If combined with other practices, biological control of vectors is a promising approach 

to keep persistently transmitted virus incidence below the economic threshold.  

 

 Additional studies in greenhouse and in field conditions are needed to quantify the 

impact of natural enemies on virus incidence and damage. 

 

 
Introduction 

Plant viruses are one of the most important worldwide threats to global food production 

and security. Despite the implementation of control strategies, plant viruses are responsible for 

major yield losses, destroying between 10 and 15% of crop production (Loebenstein 2008). Plant 

viruses are obligate parasites that depend on a host to survive and replicate. A majority (about 

70%) of plant-infecting viruses are dependent on vectors (vector-borne viruses) for their 

transmission from one host plant to another (Hogenhout et al. 2008).  Phloem-feeding 

hemipterans are the most important vectors, being responsible for the transmission of 55% of 

the vector-borne plant viruses (Hogenhout et al. 2008). The main hemipteran insect vectors 

include aphids (Aphididae), whiteflies (Aleyrodidae), planthoppers (Delphacidae) and leafhoppers 

(Cicadellidae) (Hogenhout et al. 2008). 

 

Vector-borne plant viruses have been classified into three categories based on the time between 

the acquisition access period, when the insect feeds and acquires the virus, and the inoculation 

access period, when the insect becomes able to transmit the virus (Nault 1997). This 

classification differentiates among persistently transmitted viruses, semi-persistently transmitted 

viruses and non-persistently transmitted viruses. Firstly, persistently transmitted viruses have 

long acquisition and inoculation access periods, ranging from hours to days, to ensure effective 

virus acquisition and inoculation. They are ingested by the vector and circulate through the 

vector digestive system to the salivary glands, involving a close and highly specific interaction 

between the virus and its vector. They are characterized by a long retention period, during which 

the vector retains the ability to transmit the virus, which lasts from hours to the whole vector’s 

lifespan.  Depending on the capacity of the virus to replicate in vector cells, they are divided in 

persistently transmitted propagative viruses, which are capable of replication inside the vector, or 

persistently transmitted circulative viruses, which do not replicate inside the vector. About 47% 

of vector-borne plant viruses are persistently transmitted, mainly by planthoppers and thrips (for 

persistently transmitted propagative viruses) and whiteflies, aphids and leafhoppers (for 

persistently transmitted circulative viruses) (Hogenhout et al. 2008). Most known persistently 

transmitted viruses do not replicate in their insect vectors (141 persistently transmitted circulative 

virus species vs 47 persistently transmitted propagative virus species) (Hogenhout et al. 2008). In 
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contrast, non-persistently transmitted viruses have short acquisition and inoculation access 

periods, ranging from seconds to minutes. After acquiring the virus on an infected source plant, 

the retention time usually last from few minutes to few hours during which the vector must 

probe another host plant to transmit it efficiently. In non-persistent transmission, virus particles 

bind to receptors located on vectors stylets. Non-persistently transmitted viruses are transmitted 

mainly by transient vectors (mainly aphids) that land on a crop and make brief exploratory 

probes with their stylets to distinguish host from non-host plants. About 43% of plant vector-

borne viruses are non-persistently transmitted (Hogenhout et al. 2008). Finally, semi-persistently 

transmitted viruses, are generally recognized as intermediate between non-persistently and 

persistently transmitted viruses. Semi-persistently transmitted virus particles are located in the 

insect foregut but are not internalized in the insect tissues and are mainly transmitted by aphids 

and whiteflies (Ng and Zhou 2015). Acquisition and inoculation usually require intermediate 

feeding time (Li et al. 2016). Only 10% of vector-borne plant viruses are semi-persistently 

transmitted (Hogenhout et al. 2008) but some of them,  including beet yellows virus and 

cauliflower mosaic virus, are responsible for important crop damage (Ng and Perry 2004). 

Transmission by vectors is a complex process involving interactions between the virus, 

the vector and the host plant (Irwin and Thresh 1990). For all transmission modes, the spread 

between host plants depends on the density of infective vectors, the number of interactions 

between vectors and host plants and the probability of transmitting the virus per plant visit 

(Fabre et al. 2003; Kirchner et al. 2011). This number of interactions is not only a function of the 

overall abundance of infective vectors but rather related to vector spatial occupancy rate on host 

plants (Power 1991) as only one vector individual suffices to transmit the virus in most cases. 

The probability of virus transmission per plant visit also affect patterns of infection and depends 

on the virus type (Madden et al. 2000). Indeed, the probabilities of non-persistently transmitted 

virus and semi-persistently transmitted virus transmission are high in the early stages of host 

plant selection by a vector, whereas the probability of persistently transmitted virus transmission 

increases when the vector settles on the host plant. (Caraco et al. 2001). Thus, predicting vector-

borne virus dynamics is complex as vector population dynamics, vector behaviours, infected host 

spatial distribution and transmission modes are key parameters for understanding patterns of 

infection in fields. 

 

Until now, management strategies to reduce transmission have mainly targeted vector–

plant interactions to reduce the transmission by limiting vector density through insecticides use 

(Perring et al. 1999). Seed treatments with neonicotinoid compounds was the main method to 

prevent viral disease outbreaks of crops including maize, soybean, barley, wheat or beet but was 

banned in Europe in 2018 (Jeschke et al. 2011). Many insects transmitting viruses have 

developed resistance against insecticides that are currently used (Foster et al. 2007; Bass et al. 

2015). Insecticides also have detrimental effects on biodiversity, ecosystem functioning and 

human health (Koureas et al. 2012; Chagnon et al. 2015). Insecticides use may even increase, 

rather than suppress the spread of virus transmission by inducing higher vector dispersion 

between plants (Budnik et al. 1996) and may be ineffective in preventing non-persistently 

transmitted viruses, as it may not kill transient vectors fast enough to prevent virus spread 

(Zafaroni et al. 2021).  

Other more environmentally friendly management methods include cultural control and 

the use of genetic resources (resistant or tolerant plant cultivars) to control viral disease. The 
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most common cultural control approaches rely on the use of certified seeds and the reduction of 

the number of infected plants in the field through rogueing of symptomatic host plants 

(cultivated or weeds) (Jeger et al. 2004). This strategy is only likely to be effective if carried out 

on a large spatial scale, which is rarely feasible. The breakdown of plant resistance by virus 

populations and the time needed to bring new resistant cultivars to the market also restrict 

genetic resource applications (Mc Namara et al. 2020). Neither insecticides, nor cultural 

approaches alone are sufficient to maintain virus incidence below the economic threshold. 

In this context, there is an urgent need to assess the effect of alternative management 

strategies (Jactel et al. 2019). A complementary way of limiting virus spread can be to take 

advantage of ecological services provided by biodiversity, such as conservation biological 

control. In the environment, pathosystems are included in complex food webs. For instance, 

insect vectors interact with their natural enemies (predators and parasitoids), which in turn affect 

the transmission of plant viruses (Jeger et al. 2012). Mortality induced by the consumption of 

vectors by natural enemies (i.e. consumptive effects) can be a major biotic factor shaping vector 

population dynamics (Pimentel 2005), minimizing the spread of plant viruses. Natural enemy 

timing in relation to vector population build up in a crop, natural enemy abundance, searching 

efficiency and foraging behaviour (Ekbom et al. 1992; van der Werf 1995; Driesche and Hoddle 

2009) are additional factors that determine the efficacy of biological control in limiting virus 

outbreaks. However, the effect of natural enemies on the dynamics of plant viruses is not limited 

to vector consumption as natural enemies can also mediate changes in vector morphology, 

physiology or behaviour that can in turn affect the spread of plant viruses (Finke 2012) (i.e. non-

consumptive effects). Both consumptive and non-consumptive effects should therefore be 

considered to evaluate the effect of natural enemies on virus incidence and impacts. 

 

Research on the link between natural enemy-vector dynamics and the link between 

vector-virus dynamics is extensive, but one of the levers in the management of viral diseases, the 

biological control, has been poorly studied. The link between natural enemies and viruses can 

only be understood through natural enemy-vector-virus interactions, and therefore the mode of 

transmission. Here, we review the data available on the control of vector-borne plant viruses by 

vector natural enemies to identify the key epidemic parameters for each type of virus considering 

their transmission modes. First, we will focus on virus transmission dynamics in relation to 

vector activity and density, by identifying the different patterns of each type of plant viruses. 

Based on these patterns, we aim in the second part to understand the mechanisms by which 

natural enemies can affect the incidence of plant viruses. Finally, we identify the conditions 

required for natural enemies to prevent virus outbreaks in crops by maintaining virus incidence 

below economic threshold, including natural enemy timing and the magnitude of vector 

population reduction to achieve. We use this information to propose options for the 

management of plant viruses. 

 

1- Vector activity and density as determinants of virus transmission dynamics  

 

In the absence of inoculum in the propagation material, the initial virus infection in a 

field depends on viruliferous vectors migrating from external sources (primary spread). A second 

cycle of spread arises when vectors proliferate and disperse within the field after acquiring the 

virus from infected plants (secondary spread). Depending on the host plant, vectors can be 
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classified as “colonizing” (or residents), which spend the majority of their cycle on a single host 

plant, or “non-colonizing” (or transient), which visit a large number of plants over a given period 

of time (Figure 1). Non-colonizing vectors land on a plant and make an exploratory probing. 

When the plant is rejected as unpalatable, vectors quickly disperse to another host plant. Non-

colonizing vectors contribute more than colonizing vectors to the spread of viruses that are 

transmitted quickly during brief probes because of their high mobility between host plants, 

despite generally lower transmission efficiency than colonizing vectors (Raccah et al. 1985; 

Maling et al. 2008 ; Galimberti et al. 2020).   Colonizing vectors are also reported to be important 

to overall spread of certain non-persistently transmitted viruses (Kaya et al. 2014), in particular 

when they are induced to change their host in response to biotic (e.g. low plant quality, high 

vector density) or abiotic stress (e.g. lower temperature). For instance, Maling et al. (2008) 

showed that if the number of flights made by colonizing vectors each day increase (from 0 to 0.2 

flight per vector), yellow mosaic virus incidence is likely to double.  Non colonizing vectors are 

often the main vectors of non-persistently transmitted viruses and some semi-persistently 

transmitted viruses, while colonizing vectors are the main vectors of persistently transmitted 

viruses and some semi-persistently transmitted viruses that require longer feeding times (Fereres 

and Moreno 2009). 

 
Fig. 1 Patterns of virus spread in relation to vector colonisation. The vector is an aphid but the 

principles illustrated apply to other vector species. Vectors are attracted by chemical or visual 

cues. Once hosts are located, vectors must interact with the plant for virus transmission. The 

inoculation occurs during short probing or sustained feeding, ensuring primary spread if vectors 

are viruliferous. Non-colonizing vectors make an exploratory probing and when the plant is 

rejected as unpalatable, vectors quickly disperse to another host plant, facilitating transmission. 

Colonizing vectors settle in the crop and spend most of their cycle on a single host plant. In 

response to abiotic stresses (e.g., climatic conditions) or biotic stresses (e.g., host defences, host 

nutritional status, chemical cues, crowded conditions) vectors disperse to other susceptible hosts, 

facilitating secondary transmission. 
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A- Primary spread 

Vector immigration is a key parameter in plant virus epidemiology. Its effect on virus 

spread depends on the proportion of lost vectors (by death or emigration) replaced by 

immigrants and the proportion of viruliferous vectors in the immigration pool (Madden et al. 

2000). In systems with a continuous flow of migrants from external sources, the rate of virus 

spread is very high regardless of the mode of transmission because new plant infections will 

result both from infected plants inside the field and from vectors carrying the virus from outside 

the field (Roy et al. 2021; Zaffaroni et al. 2021). At relatively low vector immigration rate, virus 

incidence can reach disease saturation, which hinders the effect of natural enemies. Holt et al. 

(1999), using tomato leaf curl disease as a model, showed that a vector immigration rate of 

approximately 0.1 individuals per plant per day is sufficient to cause full infection of a crop and 

to make virus incidence unaffected by the vector mortality within the field.  

The proportion of viruliferous vectors in the immigration pool affect virus primary 

spread in a field differently depending on the transmission mode. The epidemiology of 

persistently transmitted viruses is affected by the proportion of viruliferous immigrants rather 

than the number of migrants landing on a crop because of the long times needed for a vector in 

the field to acquire and inoculate the virus to a healthy plant (Madden et al. 2000). As an 

example, the epidemic model developed by Matsukura et al. (2017) for southern rice black-

streaked dwarf virus, predicted a high contribution of the density of viruliferous immigrant 

vectors (a planthopper) to the virus spread in a field. Similar results were observed with barley 

yellow dwarf viruses (BYDV). Here, a proportion of viruliferous aphid migrants below 5% 

resulted in less than 20% of infected plants (Thackray et al. 2009). By contrast, non-persistently 

and semi-persistently transmitted virus spread are less influenced by the proportion of 

viruliferous immigrants because of the short times needed for acquisition and inoculation 

(Madden et al. 2000). In their epidemiological model, Zaffaroni et al. (2021) showed that even 

with a small proportion of viruliferous immigrants, the spread of non-persistently transmitted 

viruses can be continuous in the crop. When immigrants are a continuous source of vectors, we 

can hypothesize that management strategies to reduce the proportion of viruliferous immigrants 

closest to 0% reduce persistently transmitted virus primary spread within a field but will probably 

have less effects on non-persistently and semi-persistently transmitted virus spread. However, 

epidemiological models for non-persistently or semi-persistently transmitted viruses rarely 

include immigration parameters such as the fraction of viruliferous immigrant vectors. Thus, 

their contributions to virus spread in a field remain largely unknown. Arrival of migrants in a 

field could lead to potential introduction of inoculum, but whether this introduction result in 

epidemics will depend partly on whether vectors go on to colonize new plants (Irwin and Thresh 

1990). 

 

B- Secondary spread 

The basic reproductive number   , defined as the number of infections arising from a 

newly single infected plant in a healthy population, has been used to provide an estimation of the 

number of secondary infections that will occur in the plant population following the introduction 

of the virus (Van den Bosch and Jeger 2017). This parameter mainly depends on vector density 

per plant, vector mortality or lifespan and vector mobility, estimated as the number of plants 

visited per unit of time (Holt et al. 1997). In the first mathematical model to predict secondary 

spread within a field, a constant “contact rate” parameter was used to estimate the number of 
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plants visited per unit of time (Chan and Jeger 1994; Holt et al. 1997). This constant parameter 

did not incorporate any transmission characteristics and vector feeding period. In particular, no 

account was taken of how the probability of transmission could be affected by the feeding period 

duration. In order to predict and compare more accurately secondary spread dynamics of the 

four types of viruses, these three characteristics (vector density, mobility and lifespan) were later 

included in epidemiological models (Jeger et al. 1998; Grilli and Holt 2000; Madden et al. 2000; 

Shaw et al. 2017) 

 

In general, the incidence of all virus types increases with higher vector density following 

a logistic growth. However, this increase is always more pronounced for semi-persistently 

transmitted viruses and persistently transmitted circulative viruses. Indeed, in their theoretical 

works, Madden et al. (2000) showed that vector densities resulting in a    of 1 (threshold for 

virus persistence within a crop), were 0.044, 0.072, 0.310 and 1.070 vectors per plant respectively 

for semi-persistently transmitted viruses, persistently transmitted circulative viruses, non-

persistently transmitted viruses and persistently transmitted propagative viruses. The greater 

number of vectors required for non-persistently transmitted viruses and persistently transmitted 

propagative viruses can be linked to the short infectious period for non-persistently transmitted 

viruses (lost after several probing) and to the dependence upon the vector for persistently 

transmitted propagative virus replication. Similarly, in their modelling work on potato viruses, 

Kho et al. (2020) showed that, with the same initial vector density, the spread of a persistently 

transmitted circulative virus, the potato leafroll virus (PLRV), was seven times faster than the 

spread of a non-persistently transmitted virus, the potato virus Y(PVY). This suggest that lower 

vector densities are required for the spread of persistently transmitted circulative viruses as they 

can be transmitted to different plants multiple times by a single vector. Thus, as high vector 

densities are required for the spread of non-persistently transmitted viruses and persistently 

transmitted propagative viruses, strategies to reduce resident vector density may be more 

effective on these two types of viruses. 

 

Secondary spread in a field is also dependent on vector movements from one plant to 

another. The link between vector mobility and disease dynamics depends on the mode of 

transmission considered. A small change in vector mobility between host plants is expected to 

have stronger impact on the incidence of non-persistently and semi-persistently transmitted 

viruses than persistently transmitted viruses (Madden et al. 2000). Indeed, the faster the 

acquisition and transmission times are, the stronger the association between virus spread and 

vector mobility is. With the short acquisition and transmission times of non-persistently and 

semi-persistently transmitted viruses, a short visit time per plant associated to higher vector-host 

plant encounters is not a constraint and will favour the spread of the virus (Ng and Falk 2006). 

In particular, non-persistently transmitted virus spread is largely dependent on the rapid 

dispersion of vectors from infected plant after probing because if vectors settle on the plant and 

feed from the phloem following viral acquisition, the viruliferous status of the vector may be lost 

(Jeger et al. 1998). Conversely, for viruses with a long acquisition and retention time (i.e. 

persistently transmitted viruses), the potential increase in virus spread associated with high vector 

mobility between host plants might be negated by the decreased feeding time available per visit 

(Crowder et al. 2019). For instance, reducing vector feeding period on host plant can limit 

persistently transmitted virus spread within a field (Grilli and Holt 2000). Several theoretical 
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studies have shown that management strategies aiming at altering vector movement, by reducing 

the number of plants visited, are more effective in controlling plant viruses than strategies 

targeting vector abundances, in particular with non-persistently transmitted viruses (Crowder et 

al. 2019; Zaffaroni et al. 2021). 

 

Finally, vector life history traits such as lifespan exert an influence on secondary spread. 

We expect that a reduction of vector lifespan arising for example from the presence of natural 

enemies in a crop has less impact on the epidemics of non-persistently or semi-persistently 

transmitted viruses than persistently transmitted viruses (Madden et al. 2000). As persistently 

transmitted viruses require a long period of acquisition and latency, reducing vector lifespan 

could reduce the likelihood of transmission of these viruses. For example, by comparing the 

effect of parasitoids on the dynamics of cucumber mosaic virus and cucurbit aphid-borne 

yellows virus, transmitted by aphids respectively in a non-persistent and persistent manner, 

Dáder et al. (2012) showed that a parasitism-induced reduction in aphid lifespan only affects 

persistently transmitted viruses spread. Thus, management strategies that aim to reduce the 

lifespan of vectors might reduce persistently transmitted virus secondary spread but might have 

no or reduced effect on non-persistently and semi-persistently transmitted viruses. In conclusion, 

vector density, movement and fitness are all drivers of virus spread in a field, but their 

contribution to virus epidemiology will depend on each mode of transmission. 

 

Because of the differential effects of vector characteristics on primary and secondary 

spread patterns, control strategies should be adapted to the targeted virus, in particular if they 

lead to changes in vector density, movement or life history traits. The sensitivity of the 

epidemiology of each type of virus to vector characteristics is summarized in Figure 2. Control 

strategies to prevent virus outbreaks, including biological control, usually affect these different 

vector characteristics simultaneously but not with the same magnitude and direction. Therefore, 

the effect of these strategies on virus dynamics is not easy to predict (Crowder et al. 2019). It is 

even more complicated because virus infection might affect higher trophic levels through vector 

and natural enemy fitness and behaviour (Moiroux et al. 2018).  

 Viruses can affect their vectors directly after acquisition or indirectly (plant mediated). 

Direct effects of viruses on their vectors are expected to occur mainly for viruses that are 

internalized by the vectors (persistently transmitted viruses) (Eigenbrode et al. 2018). After 

acquisition, viruses can manipulate the settling, probing and feeding behaviour of their vectors 

(Moreno-Delafuente et al. 2013; Ingwell et al. 2012) which can greatly increase virus spread in a 

crop (Shaw et al. 2017). Indirect effects of viruses on their vectors can arise when plant defence 

responses are manipulated by the virus, modifying the behaviour or the fitness of vectors.  

Different manipulation strategies, reviewed by Shi et al. (2021) are expected depending 

on the mode of transmission. For non-persistently and semi-persistently transmitted viruses, 

infection tends to induce plant defence responses that increase vector dispersal and repeated 

landing. By contrast, for persistently transmitted viruses, virus infection tends to reduce plant 

defence response and manipulates plant quality inducing an increase of vector fitness and 

ensuring long-term feeding. Virus infection can also alter positively or negatively natural enemy 

effects on vector population. For example, it has been reported that faster development of 

vectors on infected plants can reduce predation risks (Belliure et al. 2008). By contrast, infected 

plants can attract natural enemies (Mauck et al. 2015) or viruliferous vectors can be more 
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vulnerable to natural enemy attacks (de Oliveira et al. 2014) favouring biological control. These 

effects should be considered in vector management strategies, particularly when virus presence 

may reduce natural enemy abundance and biological control. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Relative influence of vector characteristics on virus epidemiology. The graphs 

were built based on the figures presented in Madden et al. ‘s (2000) paper, which correspond to 

the sensitivity of models to different vector characteristics depending on the mode of 

transmission. Vector characteristics include vector density (vec.density), vector longevity 

(vec.longevity), vector movement (vec.mobility) and the proportion of viruliferous immigrants 

(vec.immigration). The percentages are derived from each figure in Madden et al. (2000); a high 

percentage means that the characteristic considered strongly influences epidemiology of the 

virus, i.e. a small change in this characteristic can greatly alter the spread of the virus.  

 

 

2- Effects of natural enemies on vector-borne viruses 

A- Consumptive and non-consumptive effects 

We limited this paper to the enhancement of predators and parasitoids of insect vector. In field 

conditions, it refers to Conservation Biological Control, i.e. the implementation of practices that 

maintain and enhance the reproduction, survival, and efficacy of natural enemies like predators 

and parasitoids (Landis et al. 2000). We added, when pertinent, a few references about inundative 

biological control, i.e., the release in large number of natural enemies (mainly in greenhouses). 
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There is a general relationship between pest abundance and damage to cultivated plants 

and thus an ‘economic threshold’ above which the benefit of control measures (generally 

insecticides) justifies the associated cost (Pedigo et al. 1986). This decision rule for appropriate 

control measures has also been adapted for natural enemies (Zhang and Swinton 2009) and can 

be applied to virus epidemics (Jones 2004). For virus disease, the threshold is the virus incidence 

threshold above which economic losses are sufficient to justify control measures.  

Most studies that have explored the effect of conservation biological control in 

maintaining pest populations at acceptable levels have focused on the ability of natural enemies 

to reduce pest density (van Lenteren 2000; Pimentel 2005). Mortality induced by natural enemies 

may keep pest populations below the economic thresholds, where there is little or no risks of 

yield losses (Albajes and Alomar 1999; Boivin et al. 2012). However, only few studies have 

attempted to quantify vector reduction required to have an effect on the incidence of vector-

borne viruses in a crop, whether or not it is below the economic threshold. For example, Jeger et 

al. (2004) showed that the density of the whitefly Bemisia tabaci must be reduced to less than 15% 

of its natural density, to eradicate the African cassava mosaic virus (a persistently transmitted 

circulative viruses). For the other modes of transmission no study is available addressing this 

threshold with the exception of the theoretical work of Madden et al. (2000) which defines 

thresholds of vectors per plant needed to prevent virus outbreaks. Based on the Holt et al. 1997 

model for the African cassava mosaic virus (without considering transmission characteristics), 

Okamoto and Amarasekare (2012) investigated the consequences of introducing a biocontrol 

agent in the model. Interestingly, they showed that vector eradication is not a prerequisite for 

reducing virus incidence and that natural enemies can successfully reduce long-term incidence 

even though they may only slightly reduce vector densities but whether this reduction is 

sufficient to keep virus incidence below the economic threshold was not assessed there. 

 

The magnitude of direct consumptive effects of natural enemies on virus spread will 

depend in part on natural enemy trophic specialisation. It can be hypothesized that given the 

very low number of vectors required for the spread of persistently transmitted circulative viruses 

within a crop (Madden et al. 2000), species that exert a strong numerical response on vector 

densities could be effective in maintaining virus incidence below the economic threshold, by 

keeping colonising vector populations at very low levels. Specialists, that feed on a narrow range 

of prey type, are expected, in some cases, to exert a stronger numerical response than generalist 

that exploit a wide range of prey species (Schmidt et al. 2003; Driesche and Hoddle 2009) but 

whether this has consequences for viral incidence has never been tested. 

 

The magnitude of consumptive effects of natural enemies on virus spread will also 

depend on the timing of natural enemy settlement in the target crop. Due to the very quick 

development cycle of vectors, natural enemy activity may reduce vector density, but may not 

bring vector densities below the economic threshold, once they expand exponentially in the crop 

(Landis et al. 2000; Raymond et al. 2015). Generalists predators regulate vector populations early 

in the season because of their ability to maintain themselves in an environment through the 

presence of alternative preys/hosts and their ability to prey on vectors when they are in low 

density (Symondson et al. 2002; Mesmin et al. 2021). On the other hand, due to the tight 

interaction with one or few prey species, specialists might not establish before their host or prey 

in a crop, making unlikely to maintain vector density below the economic threshold if only 
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specialists are present. However, some specialists (in particular parasitoids) can exhibit very rapid 

development cycles (Godfray 1994) and could trigger a rapid response on vector densities via 

mortality and a decrease in reproduction induced by parasitic castration (Digilio et al. 2000; 

Beckage and Gelman 2004). 

 

Through non-consumptive effects, natural enemies can impact various vector traits, 

including physiological, morphological or behavioural traits. In particular, natural enemy-induced 

defensive responses represent a cost to the fitness and the survival of vectors which can affect 

vector population growth (Nelson et al. 2004). Natural enemies can reduce fecundity and 

survival of vectors via reduced feeding time on the plant arising when vectors flee to a new 

habitat to avoid natural enemies (Losey and Denno 1998; Peckarsky and McIntosh 1998). These 

non-consumptive effects can in turn indirectly affect the virus transmission process. For 

example, predators can limit the spread of wheat dwarf virus in barley fields by altering the 

feeding behaviour of the leafhopper Psammotettix alienus with delayed and reduced acquisition and 

inoculation phases (Tholt et al. 2018). Non-consumptive effects of natural enemies are amplified 

for aphids as they exhibit a polymorphism whereby individuals are either winged or apterous. 

The winged morphs are produced in response to adverse abiotic and biotic conditions to ensure 

the colonization of new hosts. Thus, when exposed to parasitoids or predators, aphids increase 

their rate of dispersal by producing winged offspring (Weisser et al. 1999 ; Sloggett and Weisser 

2002), which might increase virus spread within a crop.  

 

Several mechanisms affect the magnitude and the direction of non-consumptive effects 

on virus spread: vector previous exposure to risk, foraging strategies of natural enemies and 

compensatory reproduction. Vectors that had been previously exposed to predator cues 

increased dispersal, reduced feeding time and suffer less predation than unexposed aphids 

(Tamai and Choh 2019). The effect of foraging strategies on non-consumptive effects is well 

illustrated by the review of Preisser et al. (2007) which found that predator hunting mode (e.g., 

actively hunting, sit-and-pursue, sit-and-wait) will determine the strength and intensity of non-

consumptive effects on prey; with the ‘sit and pursue’ hunting mode triggering the stronger non-

consumptive effects. Vectors may also respond to natural enemy risk through compensatory 

reproduction, which can in turn offset the direct consumption of vectors by natural enemies (Lee 

et al. 2022). 

 

There is cumulating evidence in controlled conditions that natural enemies alter  

movements of vectors which in turn affect vector feeding duration and plant-to-plant movement 

with various consequences on virus spread (Jeger et al. 2012; Claflin et al. 2015). The magnitude 

and the direction of non-consumptive effects on virus spread is likely to differ depending on 

transmission mode and whether vector movement results in reduced feeding duration or 

increased vector-host encounter rates. The few studies that have attempted to separate the 

indirect and direct effects of natural enemies on virus spread revealed that, in controlled 

conditions, interactions that altered vector behaviours (non-consumptive effects) may contribute 

more to virus spread than those affecting vector fitness and density (Crowder et al. 2019; Lee et 

al. 2022). However, in more complex conditions (like in greenhouses or fields), the exact 

opposite is observed with virus spread being more strongly influenced by vector life history traits 

(Clark et al. 2019). 
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B- An overview of studies on the effect of natural enemies on non-persistently transmitted virus and semi-

persistently transmitted virus spread 

To date, only seven studies have investigated the relationship between natural enemies 

and non-persistently transmitted virus or semi-persistently transmitted virus incidence, including 

eight natural enemy-vector interactions (Table 1). Vectors are exclusively aphids. The studies 

were all carried out under controlled conditions, which allowed a better understanding of the 

mechanisms by which natural enemies impact virus spread but may be not representative of what 

happen in field conditions. The only study available for semi-persistently transmitted viruses was 

a field-conducted experiment (Landis and Van der Werf 1997). Among the eight interactions 

tested, two clearly showed a positive effect of natural enemies on the proportion of infected 

plants, four showed no significant effect of the presence of natural enemies and two studies had 

opposite results depending on the experimental conditions: duration of the trial (Dáder et al. 

2012) and the presence of non-host plants (Claflin et al. 2015) (see Table 1). 

The effect of natural enemies on non-persistently transmitted viruses under controlled 

conditions seems to be driven by their effects on vector plant-to-plant movement. When natural 

enemies promote movement between host plants, the spread of non-persistently transmitted 

viruses is increased (Roitberg and Myers 1978; Dáder et al. 2012). The magnitude of these effects 

appears to be primarily dependent upon the escape response of the vector. For example, when 

the interaction involves the pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum, that shows a typical drop and move 

escape response, natural enemies positively affect virus spread (Roitberg and Myers 1978; Hodge 

et al. 2011). Conversely, the effect of natural enemies on non-persistently transmitted viruses 

involving Myzus persicae or Aphis gossypii, which remain on the plant and walk away on the same 

plant or aggregate, tend to be null (Belliure et al. 2011; Garzón et al. 2015). To a lesser extent, 

these non-consumptive effects partially depend on the foraging strategies of their natural 

enemies. Belliure et al. (2011) showed that coccinellid adults induce higher disturbance of M. 

persicae colonies than syrphid larvae resulting in a stronger antipredator behaviour of vectors and 

a higher spread of the broad bean wilt virus-1 in the presence of coccinellids. Predatory larvae, 

that are very mobile while exhibiting low movement capacity, are likely to cause less disturbance 

and less prey movement than natural enemies that tend to fly away, such as ladybeetles (Lommen 

et al. 2008). Natural enemies tend to enhance or have no significant effect on the initial spread of 

non-persistently transmitted viruses under controlled conditions, but the outcome seems to be 

largely variable with each natural enemy-vector interaction. The lack of studies for semi-

persistently transmitted viruses makes it impossible to draw general conclusions. 

 

C- An overview of studies on the effect of natural enemies on persistently transmitted virus spread 

Eleven studies have investigated the relationship between natural enemies and 

persistently transmitted virus incidence, including 10 persistently transmitted circulative viruses 

and only one persistently transmitted propagative virus (Table 1). Thirteen natural enemy-

vector-virus- interactions have been studied (exclusively in controlled or greenhouse conditions). 

The majority of the vectors studied were aphids, but two other vector groups were also 

represented: thrips (Frankliniella occidentalis) and whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci). Five studies clearly 

showed a negative effect of the presence of natural enemies on virus incidence. However, three 

studies revealed a positive effect of the presence of natural enemies on the proportion of 

infected plants and an equal number of studies were inconclusive (non-significant overall effect). 
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Finally, two studies had opposite results depending on the duration of the trial (Smyrnioudis et 

al. 2001; Dáder et al. 2012). Unlike non-persistently transmitted viruses, the anti-predator 

behaviour of vectors such as higher movement between host plants, does not seem to be a 

determinant of the effect of natural enemies on persistently transmitted virus spread (see Table 

1).  

 

In general, when natural enemies alter the feeding duration of vectors by triggering 

escape behaviours, the spread of persistently transmitted viruses is reduced even if vector 

dispersal from plant-to-plant increases (Smyrnioudis et al. 2001; Long and Finke 2015). In fact, 

when vector dispersal occurs in response to natural enemies, feeding might be too short to 

efficiently transmit the virus. When a natural enemy simultaneously reduces the abundance of a 

vector and increases its plant-to-plant dispersal without affecting feeding duration, its overall 

effect on persistently transmitted virus spread will depend on the ratio between consumptive and 

non-consumptive effects. For example, using a structural equation modelling approach, Clark et 

al. (2019) demonstrated that the magnitude of the effect of the predatory ladybug Hippodamia 

convergens on the abundance of the pea aphids was greater than the effect of the predator on 

aphid movement resulting in an overall reduction of the pea enation mosaic virus (PEMV) 

incidence in small cages. Moreover, the acquisition or inoculation times of persistently 

transmitted viruses, which vary greatly from one pathosystem to another (from a few minutes to 

a few hours) (Grilli and Holt 2000; Bragard et al. 2013), may explain to some extent the 

variations in responses to natural enemies depending on the pathosystem considered. Despite a 

low transmission efficiency, it has been shown that some persistently transmitted viruses, 

including PEMV (Demler et al. 1996) and more recently BYDV (Jiménez et al. 2020) can be 

transmitted after a short inoculation period lasting only a few minutes. Natural enemies tend to 

reduce or leave unaffected the initial spread of persistently transmitted circulative viruses under 

controlled conditions, but whether these effects could be observed under field conditions is not 

yet explored. There are not enough studies to draw conclusions on persistently transmitted 

propagative viruses. 
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Tab. 1 Review of publications reporting the effect of natural enemies (parasitoids Pa and predators Pr) on the spread of each virus type. Significant 

vector suppression by natural enemies (consumptive effects), significant host-to-host movement induced by natural enemies and anti-predator 

behaviour of vectors are mentioned to help understand the overall effect of natural enemies on virus spread. This overall effect is mentioned +: 

increase of virus spread, -: decrease of virus spread and NS: no significant effect. For each transmission mode, studies are displayed according to the 

overall effect of natural enemies. 
 

 
Crop Virus Vector Natural enemies 

Experimental 

conditions 

Trial 

duration 

Consumptive 

effects 

Host-to-host 

movement 

Antipredator 

behaviour 

Effect on virus 

spread 
Reference 

Non-

persistently 

transmitted 

 

 

Potato PVY 
Rhopalosiphum 

padi 
Hippodamia convergens (Pr) Insect cages 3 hours No No 

Low 

(Passive1) 

Non-host plant: - 

 

Monoculture: + 

Claflin et al. 2015 

Fava bean BYMV 
Acyrthosiphon 

pisum 
Coccinella californica (Pr) Insect cages 3 days Yes Yes 

High 

(Dropping2) 
+ 

Roitberg and Myers 

1978 

Fava bean BYMV 
Acyrthosiphon 

pisum 
Aphidius ervi (Pa) Insect cages 24 hours Not measured Not measured 

High 

(Dropping2) 
+ Hodge et al. 2011 

Cucumber CMV Aphis gossypii Aphidius colemani (Pa) Insect cages 

2 days No Yes 
Low 

(Passive3) 
+ 

Dáder et al. 2012 

 
7 days No No 

Low 

(Passive3) 
NS. 

Pepper 
BBWV-

1 
Myzus persicae 

Sphaerophoria rueppellii (Pr) Insect cages 24 hours Yes No Low4 NS. 
Belliure et al. 2011 

Adalia bipunctata (Pr) Insect cages 24 hours Yes No Low4 NS. 

Cucumber CMV Aphis gossypii 
Chrysoperla carnea (Pr) Insect cages 1-5 days Yes No Low4 NS. 

Garzón et al. 2015 
Adalia bipunctata (Pr) Insect cages 1-5 days Yes No Low4 NS. 

Semi-

persistently  

transmitted 

Sugar beet BYV Myzys persicae Soil predators (Pr) 
Field (exclusion 

cages) 

Season-long 

(4 months) 
Yes Not measured Low4 

 

- 

Landis and Van der 

Werf 1997 

Persistent 

transmitted 

propagative 

Impatiens TSWV 
Frankliniella 

occidentalis 
Amblyseius cucumeris (Pr) Greenhouse 2-6 weeks Yes Not measured Unknown - Bennison et al. 2002 

Persistent 

transmitted 

circulative 

Wheat 
B/CYD

V 

Rhopalosiphum 

padi 

Chrysoperla plorabunda (Pr) 

Coleomegilla maculata (Pr) 

Nabis americoferus (Pr) 

Geocoris punctipes (Pr) 

Insect cages 2 days Yes 
Yes 

 

Low 

(Passive1) 
- 

Long and Finke 

2015 

Zucchini 
ToLCN

DV 
Bemisia tabaci Amblyseius swirskii (Pr) Greenhouse 20 days Yes Not measured Unknown - Tellez et al. 2017 

Pea PEMV Acyrthosiphon Hippodamia convergens (Pr) Insect cages 8 days Yes Yes High - Clark et al. 2019 
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pisum (Dropping2) 

Wheat BYDV 
Rhopalosiphum 

padi 

Aphidius rhopalosiphi (Pa) Insect cages 

7 days Not measured No 
Low 

(Passive1) 
- 

Smyrnioudis et al. 

2001 

14 days Not measured No 
Low 

(Passive1) 
- 

Coccinella septempunctata (Pr) 
 

Insect cages 

 

7 days 

 

Not measured 

 

Yes 

 

Low 

(Passive1) 

 

+ 

14 days Not measured Yes 
Low 

(Passive1) 
NS. 

Cucumber CABYV Aphis gossypii Aphidius colemani (Pa) Insect cages 

7 days No No 
Low 

(Passive3) 
NS. 

Dáder et al. 2012 

 
14 days Yes No 

Low  

(Passive3) 

 

- 

Potato PLRV Myzus persicae Coccinella septempunctata (Pr) Insect cages 2 days No Not measured Low4 NS. Sewell et al. 1990 

Cucumber CABYV Aphis gossypii 
Chrysoperla carnea (Pr) Insect cages 7-14 days Yes Yes Low4 NS. 

Garzón et al. 2016 
Adalia bipunctata (Pr) Insect cages 7-14 days Yes Yes Low4 NS. 

Oat 
B/CYD

V 

Rhopalosiphum 

padi 
Coleomegilla maculata (Pr) Insect cages 2 days No Yes 

Low 

(Passive1) 
+ Bailey et al. 1995 

Faba bean PEMV 
Acyrthosiphon 

pisum 
Aphidius ervi (Pa) Insect cages 24h Not measured Yes 

High 

(Dropping 2) 
+ 

Hodge and Powell 

2008 

Pea PEMV 
Acyrthosiphon 

pisum 
Hippodamia convergens (Pr) Insect cages 5 days Yes Yes 

High 

(Dropping 2) 
+ Lee et al. 2022 

 
1personal observation  2Losey and Denno 1998  3Rodrigues and Bueno 2001 4 Nelson and Rosenheim 2006 
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3- Conservation biological control and management of vector-borne viruses in 

agroecosystems 

A- From controlled conditions to field studies 

On Web of Science using search terms “parasitoid*”or “predat*” and  “plant virus”, 44% 

of the studies (see Table 1) make an explicit claim that natural enemies increase the spread of 

plant viruses mainly in laboratory conditions. Some studies reported that virus transmission can 

increase when vectors are parasitized (Christiansen-Weniger et al. 1998). While these studies are 

very informative, particularly in terms of understanding the mechanisms by which natural 

enemies can affect the incidence of plant viruses, most of them are short-term experiments 

(from hours to days) using a limited number of natural enemies and vector taxa in controlled 

environments. In short-term cage experiment studies, non-consumptive effects of natural 

enemies mainly represent what happens at the beginning of the natural enemy-vector interaction. 

High natural enemy pressure may trigger early vector movement shortly after their release in the 

cage and favour the spread of viruses, the intensity of disturbance will then determine the overall 

effect of the natural enemy studied (Smyrnioudis et al. 2001). The relative importance of 

consumptive and non-consumptive effects might change if the duration of the monitoring 

increases. For example, the presence of Coccinella septempunctata increased the spread of BYDV at 

7 days but had no significant effect after 14 days (Smyrnioudis et al. 2001). An increase in the 

duration of the monitoring is particularly relevant for parasitoids (Ingerslew and Finke 2020). 

Indeed, unlike predators, there is no immediate consumption of the prey and the death of the 

parasitized host may only occur after a long period of time. Thus, the presence of Aphidius 

colemani had no significant effect on the spread of the cucurbit aphid-borne yellows virus 

(CABYV) after 7 days but resulted in a reduced spread of the virus after 14 days of trial when the 

effects on vector abundance begin to be observed (Dáder et al. 2012). 

Both consumptive and non-consumptive effects influence virus spread, but their relative 

importance is difficult to evaluate outside of controlled conditions (Ingerslew and Finke 2020; 

Lee et al. 2022). Although difficult to measure, non-consumptive effects of natural enemies in 

the field are unlikely to affect vector populations over the long-term (Ingerslew and Finke 2020; 

Sheriff et al. 2020) and might have less influence on virus spread than in controlled conditions. 

In particular, in natural conditions, vectors disturbed by a natural enemy who fall to the ground 

have a much lower survival rate than in experimental conditions. Vectors that fall to the ground 

are exposed to other ground predators and to the risk of desiccation and starvation (Dill et al. 

1990).  

Studies focusing on the management of viruses via biological control in agro-ecosystems are 

lacking. Based on the theoretical works and the experimental studies mentioned in Table 1, we 

have synthetized the probability that natural enemies successfully prevent virus outbreaks in the 

field by maintaining damage below the economic threshold for each transmission mode (Figure 

3). 

 

B-  Can biological control prevent non-persistently transmitted virus outbreaks in crops? 

Both colonizing and non-colonizing vectors species contribute to the overall spread of non-

persistently transmitted viruses (Atiri et al. 1986; Nebreda et al. 2004) and could therefore act in 

combination to increase virus transmission. Given the short duration of the exploratory probing, 

the short acquisition and inoculation access periods and the low fraction of viruliferous 
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immigrants required for virus spread, it is unlikely that natural enemies present in the crop 

maintain virus incidence below the economic threshold, via consumptive or non-consumptive 

effects on non-colonizing vectors (Figure 3). However, to our knowledge, no field studies have 

been carried out to test this claim. Moreover, for some non-persistently transmitted virus 

pathosystems, colonizing vectors are the main transmitters, that is the case for example for, 

cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) in melon crops which is mainly transmitted by the melon-colonizing 

aphid species Aphis gossypii (Garzo et al. 2004). When colonizing vectors are involved in primary 

or secondary spread of non-persistently transmitted viruses in a crop, natural enemies could 

contribute to reduce vector density with consequences for virus spread. Indeed, given that the 

number of vectors per plant required to maintain an epidemic is intermediate for non-

persistently transmitted viruses (Madden et al. 2000), generalist predators present early in the 

crops might have the potential to maintain virus incidence below economic threshold. 

 

Non-persistently transmitted virus transmission is enhanced by vector movements 

between host plants. Several studies conducted under controlled conditions showed that natural 

enemies can favour their spread through non-consumptive effects on vectors (see table 1). While 

several studies report that greenhouse pests can be controlled by releasing natural enemies 

(Pilkington et al. 2010; Calvo et al. 2012), no studies have explicitly investigated if inundative 

biological control can sufficiently mitigate the risk of the secondary spread of non-persistently 

transmitted viruses in greenhouses. For example, CMV, that can be transmitted by more than 80 

aphid species, has been described as the virus of greatest economic importance of several plant 

cultivated in greenhouses including cucurbit, lettuce, pepper and tomato (Gallitelli 2000). To our 

knowledge, the impact of the release of natural enemies in the greenhouse on CMV spread has 

not been studied, although the presence of natural enemies could act in synergy with other 

agronomic levers such as CMV-resistant varieties or the use of sticky traps. 
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Fig 3. Biological control and the epidemiology of the four types of vector-borne viruses. Vector characteristics that can influence the efficiency of natural enemies to 

affect virus spread are detailed in the figure. For each characteristic an arrow is shown, whose size is proportional to the probability that natural enemies maintain 

virus spread below the economic threshold via this characteristic. An orange arrow indicates that natural enemies may increase virus spread through the given vector 

parameter. A blue arrow indicates that natural enemies may reduce virus spread through the given vector parameter. A dotted arrow indicates that natural enemies 

may have no effect on virus epidemiology through the given vector parameter. Characteristics in bold are those that will play a major role in explaining the link 

between natural enemies and virus spread. A global probability that natural enemies reduce the spread of each type of virus is given. Other key parameters are also 

mentioned: the location of viral particles and the time frames of the stages during the transmission process (Acquisition, retention and inoculation).  
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In greenhouses, special attention should be given to the selection of natural enemies that 

effectively consume their prey without inducing great vector movements (non-

consumptive/consumptive ratio). In particular, the density of released natural enemies will need 

to be assessed experimentally to determine the optimal number of individuals that will cause the 

least possible disturbance while consuming the highest number of vectors. Finally, the intensity 

of the target vector’s escape behaviour in response to natural enemies could also be a 

determining factor in the overall effect of natural enemies in non-persistently transmitted virus 

spread in greenhouses. 

 

C- Can conservation biological control prevent semi-persistently transmitted virus outbreaks in crops? 

For the same reasons as for non-persistently transmitted viruses, the activity of natural 

enemies in crops is unlikely to affect the primary spread of some semi-persistently transmitted 

viruses which are spread by non-colonizing vectors. The very low densities of vectors per plant 

needed to prevent virus outbreaks (Madden et al. 2000), reduce the probability that natural 

enemy activity keep virus incidence below economic threshold (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the only 

available study for a semi-persistently transmitted virus, the beet yellows virus (BYV), one of the 

most important diseases of sugar beet, seems to show that natural enemies can reduce its 

secondary spread in the field (Landis and Van der Werf 1997). Using soil predator exclusion 

cages, the authors showed a 2-fold increase of the incidence of the virus four months after the 

start of the experiment when predators were excluded.  

Many semi-persistently transmitted viruses, including BYV, are spread by insects that colonize 

the plant and prolonged phloem feeding increases virus acquisition and/or inoculation (Zhou et 

al. 2018). Thus, the probability that semi-persistent virus incidence is kept below the economic 

threshold by natural enemies is higher than that for viruses that are transmitted quickly during 

brief probes. 

 

D- Can conservation biological control prevent persistently transmitted virus outbreaks in crops?  

Persistently transmitted propagative viruses differ from all other types of viruses 

(including persistently transmitted circulative viruses) in the number of vectors required to 

maintain the epidemic (Jeger et al. 1998; Madden et al. 2000). Indeed, viruses that replicate in 

vector tissues require a high number of vectors to maintain the spread of a virus and are not very 

sensitive to variations in the vector population around the epidemic threshold (Jeger et al. 1998). 

For this reason, the reduction of the number of viruliferous vectors due to natural enemy activity 

might be enough to reduce the virus secondary spread and maintain virus incidence below the 

economic threshold. For instance, the only study on the topic showed that the release of the 

predatory mite Amblyseius cucumeris in a greenhouse maintained the number of Western flower 

thrips (Frankliniella occidentalis) per plant at low level, reducing by 50% the spread of a tospovirus, 

the tomato spotted wilt virus (Bennison et al. 2002) and reducing symptoms intensity on infected 

plants. Tospoviruses are transmitted by thrips and infect many important food crops and 

ornamental plants. In greenhouses, the release of biological agents at the beginning of the crop 

before the thrips reach the economic threshold is recognised as an effective control method to 

prevent persistently transmitted propagative virus outbreaks (Reitz et al. 2020). Moreover, Jeger 

et al. (1998), showed in their modelling work that the lifespan of vectors, which can be strongly 

affected by the presence of natural enemies, only affects the epidemiology of persistently 

transmitted propagative viruses. Likewise, their spread is not affected by vector movements 
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between host plants (Madden et al. 2000). For these reasons, it is likely that natural enemies 

could play a major role in preventing persistently transmitted propagative virus outbreaks 

(Figure 3) but there is a lack of field studies to support these claims and make this method of 

control widely accepted. 

 Biological control to maintain persistently transmitted circulative virus spread below the 

economic threshold  might be more complicated to achieve because of the vector density per 

plant thresholds required to avoid virus outbreaks in a crop (Jeger et al. 1998; Madden et al. 

2000). However, the only study to have measured the effect of natural enemies on persistently 

transmitted circulative virus epidemiology, under semi-controlled conditions (greenhouses), 

showed that the pre-release of a predatory mite (Amblyseius swirskii) reduced the secondary spread 

of the tomato leaf curl New Delhi virus (ToLCNDV) through the consumption of the eggs of its 

vector, the tobacco whitefly (Bemisia tabaci) (Tellez et al. 2017). 

 

Unlike non-persistently transmitted viruses and some semi-persistently transmitted 

viruses, natural enemy activity might reduce the primary spread of both types of persistently 

transmitted viruses (Figure 3). Indeed, given the long acquisition and inoculation access periods 

required for persistently transmitted viruses to be effectively transmitted, the presence of natural 

enemies already established in the crop is likely to limit primary spread as long as the fraction of 

virus-carrying immigrants remains low (<10%) (Madden et al. 2000). 

 

Conclusion and future research prospects 

 

This review highlights the need for additional modelling studies to explore, for each 

transmission mode, the conditions required for natural enemies to prevent virus outbreaks. 

Existing modelling studies (Finke 2012; Jeger et al. 2012; Crowder et al. 2019) emphasize the 

need for quantifying both the consumptive and non-consumptive effects of natural enemies and 

considering complex ecological interactions including virus infection effect on vector and natural 

enemy fitness and behaviour. Future modelling studies should focus on levels of vector 

reduction required to affect virus spread and economic losses and determine whether the action 

of natural enemies could achieve these levels for each transmission mode. Defining these 

thresholds could provide levers for farmers and introduce new decision rules, in particular if 

modelling works seek to determine whether several agronomic levers used in addition to 

biological control could allow these thresholds to be reached. 

  Theoretical works and some empirical studies conducted under controlled conditions 

indicate that natural enemies could greatly affect vector-borne virus spread, but their effects on 

virus spread under field conditions remain largely unknown. This review highlights the need for 

additional empirical studies under field conditions that explore, for each transmission mode, the 

contribution of natural enemies on reduction of virus spread or economic losses. This 

contribution could be assessed by field exclosure experiments with cages used to exclude natural 

enemies (Rusch et al. 2013; Gagic et al. 2017). To validate the hypotheses highlighted in this 

review, regarding the different probabilities of success of natural enemies on mitigating virus 

spread for each type of transmission, studies could be designed to investigate, in the same crop, 

the effect of natural enemy exclusion on the spread of different viruses. These studies could be 

carried out on crops simultaneously affected, for example, by persistently transmitted and non-
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persistently transmitted viruses and transmitted by the same vector, as is the case in potato crop 

with Myzus persicae transmitting PLRV and PVY or in cucumber crop with Aphis gossypii 

transmitting CMV and CABYV. 

These studies under field conditions should, as far as possible, take into account the 

complexity of ecological interactions including temporal dynamic and structure of vector-natural 

enemy interactions, as the success of the implementation of a biological control strategy will rely 

on our understanding of this greater level of complexity. This includes field experiments with 

cages set at different periods of crop growing season to assess the contribution of early versus 

late natural enemy response on virus spread (Mesmin et al. 2021). This also includes efforts to 

assess the contribution of different natural enemy communities. In semi-controlled conditions 

(greenhouses), introducing a combination of different natural enemy species is possible in order 

to determine the optimal community assembly that could maintain virus incidence below 

economic threshold. In greenhouses, the optimal natural enemy density can also be assessed by 

varying the number of individuals released in the non-exclusion zone. In field experiments, 

selective cages could be used to differentiate the contribution of ground-dwelling predators from 

flying predators or parasitoids (Schmidt et al. 2003). Consequences of natural enemy community 

structure on virus spread are not well known (Long and Finke 2015) although results could serve 

as levers for the promotion of conservation biological control. 

 

Although landscape composition is expected to affect natural enemy-vector-virus 

interaction, landscape effects on vector-borne viruses have received little attention (Carrière et al. 

2014; Claflin et al. 2017). Landscape composition could affect virus incidence through both 

direct and indirect effects on vector populations. Landscape composition is known to directly 

increase or decrease vector abundance through variation in host crop area (Bosem Baillod et al. 

2017). It may also directly modify the proportion of viruliferous vectors through the presence of 

infected host plants near the field (reservoir) (Fabre et al. 2005). The distance between these host 

plants and the field plays a key role, especially for the spread of non-persistently transmitted 

viruses and some semi-persistently transmitted viruses. Indeed, these two types of viruses can be 

vectored by non-colonising species coming from surrounding areas that can quickly lose their 

ability to transmit the virus after several probes (Carrière et al. 2014). Landscape composition 

could also affect virus incidence, indirectly by decreasing vector abundance via their natural 

enemies (Gagic et al. 2017) but to what extent the landscape-dependent decline in vector 

abundance induced by natural enemies translates into a decline in virus incidence has never been 

measured. Future empirical studies on natural enemy-vector-virus interactions must therefore 

integrate landscape characteristics in order to assess natural enemy contribution to virus spread 

reduction. 

 

Replacing the use of insecticides will not be possible via enhancement of predators and 

parasitoids alone. Conservation biological control might cause a relatively small decrease in virus 

incidence without affecting economic losses. But when integrated with other measures that act in 

an additive way, the likelihood that damages remain below the economic threshold could be 

maximised. Several cultural practices have been shown to be effective in limiting the incidence of 

vector-borne viruses and rely mainly on maintaining spatial and temporal discontinuities in host 

plants (review in Jones (2004)). The maintenance of temporal discontinuities includes removing 
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of weeds and volunteers crop plants, crop rotation with non-host plants and manipulation 

planting date to minimise virus carry over between successive crops by breaking infection and 

vector cycle. The creation of spatial discontinuities relies on non-host plant diversification within 

(intercropping) or around the field (barrier crop). These plant diversification strategies have been 

shown to reduce virus spread through a bottom-up regulation of vector populations (Waweru et 

al. 2021; Grauby et al. 2022). When vectors are searching for a new host, mixed cropping with 

non-host plants or tall non-host cover crop around the field could constitute physical barriers 

and causes vector confusion due to non-host plant chemical cues (Xu et al. 2017) which can 

lower vector incidence and reduce the period they spend on host plants (Alvarez-Baca et al. 

2022). These plant diversification strategies are particularly effective for non-persistently 

transmitted viruses and some semi-persistently transmitted viruses as landing on non-host plants 

could in addition decrease the proportion of viruliferous vectors that can lost their viruliferous 

status only after one or few explanatory probing (Hooks and Fereres 2006; Claflin et al. 2015). 

Future studies should investigate the design of multifunctional agricultural practices that 

incorporate several control levers. For example, non-host plants used for intercropping could be 

selected for their potential to attract beneficial organisms which can help reducing vector 

populations. Similarly, species used for barrier crop could be selected according to their ability to 

serve as both a barrier and a reservoir for natural enemies (habitat/resources) (Schoeny et al. 

2019) using tall flowering covers for example (Damien et al. 2017). 
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